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Abstract. Pipelining is a well-known performance enhancing technique
in computer science. Point multiplication is the computationally domi-
nant operation in curve based cryptography. It is generally computed by
repeatedly invoking some curve (group) operation like doubling, tripling,
halving, addition of group elements. Such a computational procedure
may be efficiently computed in a pipeline. More generally, let Π be a
computational procedure, which computes its output by repeatedly in-
voking processes from a set of similar processes. Employing pipelining
technique may speed up the running time of the computational proce-
dure. To find pipeline sequence by trial and error method is a nontrivial
task. In the current work, we present a general methodology, which given
any such computational procedure Π can find a pipelined version with
improved computational speed. To our knowledge, this is the first such
attempt in curve based cryptography, where it can be used to speed up
the point multiplication methods using inversion-free explicit formula for
curves over prime fields. As an example, we employ the proposed gen-
eral methodology to derive a pipelined version of the hyperelliptic curve
binary algorithm for point multiplication and obtain a performance gain
of 32% against the ideal theoretical value of 50%.

1 Introduction

Public Key Cryptography can now be broadly divided into two classes: first, the
ones based on algebraic curves and secondly the others based on other algebraic
structures. The curve based cryptography was jointly pioneered by Koblitz [13]
and Miller [24] in 1985 with their path breaking independent works introducing
elliptic curve cryptosystems (ECC). In 1987, Koblitz [14] again proposed hyperel-
liptic curve cryptography (HECC). Since then many other algebraic curves (like
super-elliptic curves [8] and its particular case Picard curves [7]) have been con-
sidered for devising newer cryptosystems. In curve based cryptography the curve
is used for constructing a group. The cryptosystem is built over the strength of
the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) over this group.
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In case of elliptic curves, the group is the set of all the points on the elliptic
curve. In case of hyperelliptic or Picard curves the group is the Jacobian of the
curves. The reason for looking for newer curves has been two fold: firstly, to find
curves for which the underlying group operations may be easier to implement
and secondly, the DLP over the underlying group may be harder than the ones
known so far. The hyperelliptic curves of lower genus (2 or 3) or Picard curves
do not provide groups over which DLP is stronger than elliptic curve discrete
logarithm problem, but they can be implemented over smaller base fields.

The most fundamental operation in implementation of any curve based cryp-
tographic primitive is the point multiplication. In the current work by a point we
mean an element of the group. Let P be any point in the group provided by the
curve and let m be an integer. The operation of computing m × P is called the
operation of point multiplication. The efficiency of an implementation depends
upon the efficiency of performing this operation. So tremendous effort has been
put in by the research community to compute this operation efficiently. Another
important issue is the resistance against side-channel attacks. Side-channel at-
tacks ([16, 17]) find out the secret key of a user by sampling and analyzing the
side-channel information like timing, power consumption and electromagnetic
radiation traces etc.

If a system admits two multipliers, then the best method to compute the scalar
multiplication in ECC is the pipelining scheme introduced in [25]. It performs
better than all known parallel schemes. If cost of a squaring and a multiplication
in the underlying field is taken to be the same (which is true if the squaring is
computed using the multiplication hardware) then cost of a point doubling is 10
and that of a mixed addition is 11 multiplications. Using the pipelining technique
one can compute these operations in the computation time of 6 multiplications
only. To implement pipelining one needs one extra multiplier and some additional
memory. In case of ECC this extra hardware demand is worth allowing for a
faster and secure implementation. However, the scheme proposed in [25] is very
restricted one. It applies to elliptic curves point multiplication algorithm using
double and add approaches only in Jacobian coordinates. In the current work
we look at the most general set up. We consider the any point multiplication
algorithm over any algebraic curve and check if the pipelining technique can lead
to a significant speed up.

The simplest methods to compute point multiplication are the binary algo-
rithms. These methods compute it by a series of point doublings and additions.
These operations are applied based on the binary representation of the integer
m. The number of addition required is Hamming weight of the representation. To
reduce the number of additions, sparser representations like NAF, w-NAF [28]
and various window based methods have been proposed. The same techniques
can be implemented representing the multiplier m in base 3 and using point
tripling [22] and addition/subtraction algorithms. Some other methods involve
point halving [27] and some others use efficiently computable endomorphisms
like Frobenius map [15].
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Here the computation is speeded up by reducing the number of costlier oper-
ations like addition, doubling etc. and instead computing the images of the base
point under repeated application of the efficiently computable endomorphism.

The point multiplication methods described above can be generalized as fol-
lows: Let Σ be a set of operations like point doubling, addition, point halving,
tripling etc. The point multiplication algorithm is a computational procedure
which computes its output by applying some of the operations in Σ to the ini-
tial input (the base point) one after another. The order of these invocations is
dependent on a specific representation of the scalar m.

Pipelining of point multiplication is based on the following simple observation:
while computing the point multiplication one can speedup the computation by
cascading the operations, i.e. starting an operation as soon as some partial inputs
are available to it from its predecessor operation.

In case of elliptic curves where the group operations are cheaper, it is sim-
pler to devise a pipelined version of the point multiplication procedure. The
number of inputs and outputs are small, i.e. 3 only (X , Y , Z in Jacobian coordi-
nates). Hence if the participating group operations (e.g. ECADD and ECDBL)
compute their outputs in the specific order (e.g. Z, X , Y ) and the correspond-
ing algorithms are reformulated so that they can make use of the partial in-
puts available to them, a perfect pipelining with very good throughput can be
achieved.

However, in case of curves of higher genera, the number of field operations
per group operation is much higher than those in ECC. Also there are many
more inputs and outputs. Hence it is quite difficult to determine the specific
input sequence which is most suitable to pipelining. Even after determining the
optimal input/output sequences, it is not a simple task to reformulate the various
group operations to implement them in a pipelined manner.

Here we provide a general methodology to automate this reformulation pro-
cess. Given any set of group operation and a point multiplication method, the
proposed methodology reformulates it to make it suitable for pipelining. Of
course all computational procedure may not be suitable for pipelining. Some
will have less attractive throughput. Given any point multiplication method,
our algorithm can automatically design the most efficient pipelined version of
it and compute the throughput. The implementer can then decide whether the
speedup obtained is worth the extra hardware requirement that a pipelined im-
plementation would demand.

To settle the pipeline issue systematically, we take up an even more general
problem. Let Π be any computational procedure, which computes its output by
repeatedly applying some operations to the initial inputs by invoking processes
from a set Σ of similar processes depending upon a scheduling rule Λ. If the
pipelining technique is applied to execute the procedure Π , what is the optimal
expected throughput? Needless to mention the point multiplication is a special
case of the procedure Π . The proposed methodology may be of importance
to computer scientists working on various other field. For example hardware
designers employ some adhoc methods for the purpose. Our methodology may
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have some overlapping with those adhoc methods. However, our method is more
formal and can be automated to deal with any kind and any size of the individual
processes. To our knowledge, it is first such attempt to design a pipelined version
of such a general procedure.

We have proposed an algorithm, which given any such computational pro-
cedure can reformulate it for pipelining and also give the expected throughput.
We have applied the proposed methodology to genus 2 hyperelliptic curve binary
point multiplication using the best available explicit formulae. The throughput
of the pipeline in case of hyperelliptic curve case is not as high as the ECC. The
pipelined version of binary algorithm (with or without NAF representation of
the scalar) is 32% faster than the sequential version. It should be noted that, as
the pipeline scheme uses two multipliers, in the ideal case the performance gain
can be at most 50%.

To apply our technique to hyperelliptic curve point multiplication we use
curves of genus 2. For general curves of genus 2, the explicit formulae proposed
by Lange are the most efficient ones. The latest version with an extensive com-
parison of coordinate systems is available in [21]. We refer to that paper for
further details and notations.

2 The Problem

The pipelined computation of point multiplication is a simple technique, which
provides significant speed up with slightly more hardware support. The idea is
– start a new curve operation as soon as some of its inputs are available to it.
Successive curve operations are streamlined into the pipe and gets executed in
an overlapped fashion at the subtask (arithmetic operations) level. Pipelining
may be achieved even if the curve operations are strictly sequential in nature.

Let a computational procedure Π is computed by invoking a sequence of
processes Πi1 , Πi2 , · · · , Πit where, each of these processes are elements of the
set Σ = {Π1, Π2, · · · , Πk} of processes. The processes are invoked according to
some scheduling criteria, Λ. Initially all the inputs to the first process Πi1 are
provided to it. Then each process uses the outputs of its predecessor process as
its input. We have the following assumptions on the processes:

1. The processes are straight line programs (If there are loops in them, these
have been unrolled).
2. All the processes have the same number (say, l) of inputs and outputs.
3. Types of inputs and outputs are also the same.
4. Some processes may use some constants besides the inputs mentioned above.

Note that all point multiplication algorithms follow the assumptions men-
tioned above. For example, in case of binary algorithm, Σ consists of only two
processes DBL and ADD. The scheduling criterion Λ is : Represent the multi-
plier in binary, DBL for every bit of the multiplier and ADD the base point if the
corresponding bit is 1. For other point multiplication algorithms, the processes
constituting Σ and the scheduling criterion Λ change.
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Fig. 1. (a) A sequential version (b) a pipeline version — of execution of two processes

We will use the following notation to explain sequential/pipelined execu-
tion: Let Πiα be any process, Πiα ∈ Σ. We will refer {xiα1, xiα2, · · · , xiαl} and
{x′

iα1, x
′
iα2, · · · , x′

iαl} as its inputs and outputs respectively and the time differ-
ence to generate the jth output as tiαj . If Πiα is invoked followed by Πiβ

. In
that case Πiβ

gets its input from Πiα i.e. xiβj ← x′
iαj , ∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ l.

In a sequential execution of the computational procedure Π , the processes are
executed in a batch processing manner (refer Figure 1(a)):

The initial process Πi1 is called, based on the determining criteria Λ with
all its inputs (say xi11, xi12 and xi13). After successful execution, it produces
outputs (say x′

i11, x′
i12 and x′

i13 after time tsi1 and exits. Then the next process
Πi2 is called with the outputs of Πi1 as its inputs (i.e. xi2j ← x′

i1j , ∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3).
Additionally it may have some constants also. At the exit of each process, its
successor is invoked which uses its output as its (successor) input. It continues
till the determining criteria Λ dictates the end of the process Π .

A pipelined Π will compute in the following manner (refer Figure 1(b)):

The initial process Πi1 will start execution in the same manner as described
in the sequential version above. But, as soon as it produces some partial output
(say x′

i11 after time ti11), the next process Πi2 enters the pipeline (after some
delay S′

1,2, which is in this case the time ti11; we shall call such delay as inter-
process stall). Πi2 based on these partial output of Πi1 (x′

i11), as its input (xi21),
continues to run in parallel with Πi1 . Actually Πi2 executes only that subset of
its instruction which can be computed from those partial input (xi21). In an
ideal situation Πi2 get its next input (computed as an output by process Πi1)
as soon as Πi2 completes executing this subset of instructions. In such case, Πi2

will run in parallel with Πi1 without waiting for its input, resulting in maximum
throughput. But it may happen that the process Πi1 may take more time (say
ti12) to compute its next output (say x′

i12). Then Πi2 will have to wait (say for a
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time ti2s1 , we shall refer such ‘wait’ as intra-process stall) till Πi1 produces the
next output (x′

i12). Thus the two processes in the pipeline continue to execute
themselves in a producer-consumer relation.

While Πi1 and Πi2 are in pipeline running in parallel and interdependently,
one of the following situation can occur:

1. Πi2 produces partial output based on partial input it receives. Next process
Πi3 may enter the pipeline and run in parallel with Πi1 and Πi2 , there by
increasing the pipestages to three.
2. Πi1 produces all its output and exits. If Πi2 has already produced its first
output, the next process Πi3 can enter the pipe to execute as a consumer process.
Otherwise Πi2 will continue to run alone till it produces enough output and the
next process Πi3 enters the pipeline. In such a situation we say some inter-process
stalls have occurred.

It may happen (due to case 1) at some point of time several processes are in
pipeline resulting in several pipestages or cores. However, it has been seen that a
curve based crypto coprocessor can be optimal if it has only two cores (see [3]).
Since we are interested in applying our methodology to point multiplication
in curve base cryptography, we restrict ourselves on two pipestages only. In a
two-core situation:

Inter-process stall appears whenever a core/process is running alone to pro-
duce enough output for the next process to start running in parallel. It is the
delay for the next process to enter the pipeline. Only one process is live, the
later process is waiting to start.

Intra-process stall appears when two core/process have started running, the
producer process is still running to produce some output, but the consumer
process is waiting for inputs for further computation. Two processes are live,
but only the producer is running.

If we consider any two successive processes Πi1 and Πi2 (refer Figure 1(b)),
inter-process stall appears only in the portion marked S′

1,2; intra-process stall
may appear only in the portion marked S1,2.

These stalls may vary for even two processes appearing in the same order. Say
two processes Πi1 and Πi2 are in the order {Πi1 , Πi2}. If Πi1 is the initial process
based on the determining criteria Λ, it has all its inputs. It might produce the
first output much earlier than in case Πi1 is not the initial process and is getting
its input one by one from the previous process in the pipeline. As a result,
duration of inter-process stalls vary. Depending upon Πi1 has all its input or
not, ti1j ∀j may differ and Πi2 will receive inputs in different time interval. As
a result, intra-process stall may also vary. If Πi2 is the last process, after Πi1

completes its execution, Πi2 has to run alone for a longer period (i.e. the entire
portion marked S′′

1,2).
All computational procedure may not be suitable for pipelining. If the con-

sumer process spends more time in waiting for an input from the producer
process (i.e. higher value of inter-process and intra-process stalls) and computes
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for lesser time then clearly the throughput of the pipeline will be less attractive
(at least when tpi1 + tpi2 − (ti2s1 + ti2s2) ≤ tpi1,2 in Figure 1(b)).

We have ignored the time required to call a process, assuming execution time
of each process is much higher. Also note that pipelining a procedure does not
change its scheduling criterion Λ.

Thus the problem is: Let Π be a procedure of the type described above. Is
it possible to have an efficient pipelined Π? What is the throughput of such a
pipeline ? Also, what will be the best sequence of computation of the processes in
Σ for such an efficient pipelined version of Π?

2.1 A Closer Look at the Problem

Let Πiτ be any of the processes, Πiτ ∈ Σ. By an input sequence we mean an
ordering of its inputs. Based on an input sequence we can divide Πiτ into l parts
as follows: Let Π1

iτ
be the set of all instructions in Πiτ , which can be computed

with input xiτ 1 only. Let Π2
iτ

be the set of all instructions in Πiτ , which can be
computed with xiτ 1, xiτ 2 only. Similarly, let Πj

iτ
be the set of all instructions in

Πiτ which can be computed with the inputs xiτ 1, · · · , xiτ j . Thus Πiτ
j , 1 ≤ j ≤ l

form an increasing sequence of sets of instructions bounded above by Πiτ itself.
We can order the instructions in Πiτ as Π1

iτ
, Π2

iτ
− Π1

iτ
, · · · , Π l

iτ
− Π l−1

iτ
.

Thus given any permutation of the inputs x1, · · · , xl, we can rearrange the
instructions in each of the process Πiτ such that the first portion can be com-
puted with the first input only, the next part can be computed with the first
two inputs only and so on (refer Figure 1(b)).

Note that, by an instruction, we mean some unit of computation. Instructions
may not be of same complexity. For simplicity, we may assume one instruction
is one arithmetic operation in a specific algebraic structure. For example, if the
processes represent curve operations as in the case of point multiplication, the
instructions are various operations {+, −, /, ×} in the underlying field. They are
three address codes in the form Idr : LHSr = operand1

r opr operand2
r, where

Idr is an identifier of this operation, operand1
r and operand2

r are two operands,
opr ∈ {+, −, /, ×} is an operation and LHSr is the result of the operation. For
a unary operation we can take one of the operand to be a suitable constant
to conform to this form. Thus each process is a sequence of such three address
codes.

We restrict our attention to the case two pipestages only. Therefore at any
point of time there will be at most two processes in the pipeline. We call them
a couple. The process which has entered the pipeline first will be computing
its outputs and the later process will be accepting these as its inputs. Once the
former process has produced all its output, it will exit. Either of the two situation
may occur now. If the later process has already computed its first output a new
process can enter the pipeline. Else, the later process has to run alone leading to
some inter-process stalls and produce output for the next process to come into
the pipeline. Thus, after a delay (which may be zero as in the former case), the
next process will enter the pipeline. This will create the next couple. In the new
couple, the process that acted as a consumer earlier will act as a producer and
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the newly joined process will act as a consumer. Therefore a couple is a listing
of two processes in a pipelined manner.

Given any two processes Πi1 and Πi2 we make two couples: Πi1,i2 and Πi2,i1 .
The processes may be same or different. But instructions of a process may be
ordered in various way while coupling it with another process, resulting in dif-
ferent inter-process and intra-process stalls. Thus any couples may have various
versions with varying inter-process and intra-process stalls. Our aim is to form,
for any ordered pair (say {Πi, Πj}) of processes, the most suitable couple (Πi,j)
among all its versions. In the most suitable couple, the sum of intra-process and
inter-process stalls should be minimum.

Let Πi1,2 be the first couple of a computational procedure Π , which lists the
instructions of Πi1 and Πi2 (as mentioned in Section 2, refer Figure 1(b)). The
first process of the first couple will have all its input ready. Πi1 has all its inputs,
and can start. Πi2 enters the pipeline after a delay. It computes Π1

i2 in parallel
with Πi1 . Then Πi2 may have to wait for Πi1 to produce the next output. Again
Πi2 starts to compute Π2

i2 − Π1
i2 in parallel with Πi1 . The process Πi2 which

has entered the pipeline may run in parallel or wait depending upon if Πi1 has
produced suitable output as its inputs. After producing all its outputs Πi1 exits.
Now Πi2 runs smoothly as now it has all its input ready. When process Πi2

has produced enough output process Πi3 enters the pipeline, forming the second
couple and so on. There may be some inter-process stalls if the process Πi2 has
not produced adequate outputs for the next process (Πi3) to enter the pipeline. If
the computational procedure Π is a path, the couples are the mosaics for creating
the path. The procedure Π can now be computed by joining the couples.

3 General Methodology

The problem of pipelining now boils down to finding the most suitable couple:
the couple with minimum inter-process and intra-process stalls. These stalls are
mainly dependent on the order in which the processes generate the outputs.

Sincewe aremore interested in the order inwhich aprocess generates its outputs,
we call such an ordered list of outputs of a process a valid output sequence. Note that
any permutation of the set of outputs is not an valid output sequence. For example,
in the (mixed) addition and doubling operation of elliptic curves, there are three
inputs/outputs, X, Y, Z (we treat the coordinates of the base point as constants
used by mixed addition). Hence there are six (3!) output sequences. However, the
computation of Y coordinates requires X . So Y cannot be computed before X .
Thus the output sequences in which Y precedes X (i.e. (Z, Y, X), (Y, Z, X) and
(Y, X, Z)) are invalid. That is because, the producer process cannot produce out-
puts in those orders. So there are only three valid output sequences.

For each ordered pair {Πi, Πj} of processes we need to form the couple Πi,j .
Since for each output sequence of Πi, at least one couple Πi,j can be formed (for
each valid output sequence of Πi, corresponding input order that Πj accepts
may have one or more valid operation sequence), we first find the set of all
valid output sequences of Πi. Let us call this set V OutSeqi. Now for each valid
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output sequence in V OutSeqi, we generate all the Πij couples. Then we have to
choose the most suitable one of them. For each of these couples we calculate the
corresponding intra-process and inter-process stalls. The one for which the sum
of intra-process and inter-process stalls is minimum will be the most suitable
Πi,j couple. We will refer to this couple plainly as suitable Πi,j couple.

Note that, in the ideal situation, the output sequence of the processes re-
mains the same in all the couples. This is the situation in the pipelining scheme
proposed for ECC in [25]. Both the processes DBL and ADD in every couple
produce their outputs in the order Z, X, Y . The second process in each couple
consume their inputs in the same order. This has several advantages too. The
processes can be rewritten to facilitate this input and output order, so that
the scheduling of various arithmetic operations of the processes becomes static.
This may have some advantage in an implementation in hardware. However,
the hyperelliptic curve processes do not lead to this easy scenario automatically.
For an hardware implementation, this condition can be imposed as an restric-
tion while creating the couples. However, the throughput of the pipeline will
be adversely affected. In the current work we do not impose such restriction on
the processes while creating the couples in order to keep the discussion more
general.

Thus, we choose an ordered set {Πi, Πj} of two processes from Σ and make
the couple Πi,j . We calculate the total intra-process sij stalls and total inter-
process stalls (in s′1,2 as shown in Figure 1(b)) s′ij for this each Πi,j couple. We
repeat this process for every valid pair of processes Πi and Πj .

GenerateSuitableCouple (Algorithm1) callsGenerateAllCouples (Algorithm2)
to create all possible couples for Πi,j corresponding to every valid output sequence
of Πi from the set Oi, and then chooses the most suitable among these couples as
the couple Πi,j .

GenerateAllCouples (Algorithm 2) creates every valid output sequence of Πi

and for each such valid sequence it calls CreateACouple (Algorithm 3) to form
all possible Πij couple and return the most suitable one.

Thus the three nested algorithms produce all the necessary couples for a
given computational procedure. Note that, although the couples are the building
blocks of the computational procedure, their optimal creation leads to an efficient
implementation. That is because we have taken care of intra-process stalls during
their creation process. So they seamlessly join to each other to form the optimal
computational path. Of course there will be stalls even for the most efficient set
of couples, but that will be to the minimal level.

Algorithm 1. GenerateSuitableCouple(l, Πi, Πj)
Input Number of inputs/outputs (l) of the processes and two processes Πi and Πj in

three address codes. Let Oi be the set of all outputs of the process Πi.
Output Suitable couple Πi,j .
1: read l;
2: call Algorithm GenerateAllCouples(Oi , Πi, Πj);
3: read sij and s′

ij for all couples and return the couple with minimum sij + s′
ij .
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Algorithm 2. GenerateAllCouples(Oi, Πi, Πj)
Input Oi, Πi, Πj .
Output All possible couples Πi,j (through Algorithm CreateACouple()).

while O�= ∅ do
2: let Oir ∈ O;

if (Oir ∈ V OutSeqi);
4: call Algorithm CreateACouple(Πi, Πj , Oir );

O ← O−{Oir };

Algorithm 3. CreateACouple(Πi, Πj , Oir )
Input Πi, Πj and Oir .
Output All possible couple Πi,j corresponding to the output sequence Oir and the

respective stalls.
read all operations of Πi and Πj ;

2: r ← 1;
while r ≤ l do

4: list the subset of operations from Πi required to generate the rth output in
sequence from Oir of Πi;
list further sub-set of operations in Πj that can be executed with the first r
variables of the sequence Oir ;

6: r ← r + 1;
let sij = intra-process and s′

ij = inter-process stalls in the couple;
8: tune the subset of operations for minimum sij and s′

ij ;
return the couple and sij , s′

ij .

3.1 Analysis of the Pipelined Procedure

In the current section we will analyze the expected speedup that can be obtained
in pipelining. Let the involved processes be Π1, Π2, · · · , Πk. Let t

(s)
i be the com-

putation time of the process Πi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Let N be the number of processes
invoked by the procedure Π . Let fi be the frequency of the process Πi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k
among these N invocations. Then the cost (or time) of a sequential execution of
the procedure Π is Ls = Σk

i=1fi × t
(p)
i .

Let t
(p)
i be the computation time of the process Πi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k in the pipelined

scenario. It has been reported in [25] that in pipelined ECC scalar multiplication,
t
(p)
ADD = t

(p)
DBL = 6. where one unit of time is computation time of one atomic

block, which is almost equal to computation time of one field multiplication
([m]). In the present work, it is found (see Table 1) that in HECC scalar multi-
plication, each DBL except the first one takes 35[m] and each ADD takes 28[m].
In sequential execution, these processes take 50[m] and 44[m] of computation
time respectively. In some cases it may happen that in pipelined computation,
various invocation of the same process may take different unit of time. In that
case t

(p)
i may be taken to be the average of all these observed values for the

process Πi.
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Let us calculate the computation time for pipelined version of the process
Π . Let Πj be the first process invoked by Π . This first invocation of Πj will
take t

(s)
j amount of time. After this every invoked process Πi (including Πj) will

take t
(p)
i amount of computation time. Hence, the whole procedure will require

Lp = 1×t
(s)
j +f1×t

(p)
1 +· · ·+fj−1×t

(p)
j−1+(fj−1)×t

(p)
j +fj+1×t

(p)
j+1+· · ·+fk×t

(p)
k

amount of time. Hence expected speedup is (1 − Ls/Lp) × 100 percent.
In case of hyperelliptic curve, t

(s)
ADD = 44[m], t

(p)
ADD = 28[m], t

(s)
DBL = 50[m]

and t
(p)
DBL = 35[m]. In Section 5, detailed analysis for pipelined HECC point

multiplication using binary and NAF methods have been presented.

4 Implementation

The methodology formulated above was programmed and extensive experimen-
tation was carried out using various addition and doubling formulae for both
elliptic and hyperelliptic curve. We used elliptic curve formulae for two reasons.
Elliptic curve formulae are simpler and hence were used to test the correctness
of the employed methodology. Again we experimented using various ECC formu-
lae using various point representations to determine which set of formulae best
suited for pipelining. We found that the formulae based on Jacobian coordinates
are the best suited ones for pipelining. Due to space constraints the presentation
of details of ECC formulae are beyond the scope of the current paper. A case
study on genus 2 hyperelliptic curves using projective coordinates is provided in
the next section.

5 A Case Study

For HECC, very efficient arithmetic has been proposed in [18, 19, 20] for genus
2 curves. We concentrate on [19], where a formulae in “projective” coordinates
has been proposed.

The inversion-free versions of explicit formulae trade inversions for several
multiplication. Hence inversion-free arithmetic is not suitable for fields where
I/M ratio is lesser (for example binary fields). Hence we concentrate on fields of
odd characteristic only.

The point multiplication method we tried to pipeline is the ordinary binary
algorithm using binary or NAF representation of the scalar m. These methods
use two curve operations, doubling and mixed addition (see [6]). We will refer
to the doubling and mixed addition formulae proposed in [19] as HCDBL and
mHCADD respectively.

In the scheme under consideration, Σ consists of two operation only, HCDBL
and mHCADD. We require three couples, HCDBL-mHCADD, HCDBL-HCDBL,
mHCADD-HCDBL. That is because two consecutive additions are not required
by the point multiplication algorithm. Thus we run our program with these pro-
cess pair (HCDBL, HCDBL), (HCDBL, mHCADD) and (mHCADD, HCDBL)
and obtained the couples ΠD,D, ΠD,A and ΠA,D.
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To measure the efficiency we count the number of field operations needed; we
use [m], [s], [a], to denote a multiplication, a squaring or an addition respectively.
We will use the following notations (refer Figure 1(b)): Given any couple Πi,j ,
let S′

i,j denote the inter-process stall and Si,j denote the number of parallel
rounds (i.e. Πi and Πj are running in parallel, with some intra-process stall).
For initial couple Πi,j , we denote them as icS′

i,j and icSi,j respectively. If Πi,j

is the last couple, S′′
i,j be the portion where Πi is running alone to complete the

procedure. Let L() denote the number of instruction in the process or (portion
of the process). Therefore L(Πi) be the number of instruction in the process
Πi. L(S′

i,j), L(Si,j), L(icS′
i,j), L(icSi,j), and L(S′′

i,j) represents the number of
instruction in the portion of Πi,j mentioned as S′

i,j , Si,j , icS′
i,j ,

icSi,j and S′′
i,j

respectively.
We have L(HCDBL) = 50[m] and L(mHCADD) = 44[m] (in projective

representation), neglecting additions/subtractions and taking [m] = [s].

5.1 Hardware Requirement

Let the number of registers required for sequential execution of HCDBL and mH-
CADDbeRsHCDBL andRsmHCADD respectively. For pipeline execution the register
requirement will be max(RHCDBL, RmHCADD) + additional registers required to
execute the operations of the second process, when two processes are in pipeline.
The additional registers varies from couple to couple It is observed that maximum
additional registers will be ∼ 35% of max(RHCDBL, RmHCADD). Therefore for
pipeline execution the register requirement will be Rp = 1.35 × max
(RHCDBL, RmHCADD). Since two process may be in pipeline, additional adder,
inverters and multiplier are also required. But, the computation of point multi-
plication in projective coordinates requires only one inversion at the end. So one
inverter suffices and no extra inverter is required. Also, addition being a very cheap
operation, both the pipestages can share one adder (using it sequentially). If side-
channel atomicity [5] is employed to resist side-channel attacks, squaring are to
be done by the multiplication hardware. Hence the scheme does not require any
hardware for squaring. However, the scheme requires separate multipliers for both
the pipestages as multiplications are carried out in parallel. Thus, the hardware
overhead of the proposed scheme is 35% extra registers and one extra multiplier.

5.2 Synchronization

There might be chances of collision since two processes running in parallel are
sharing the same memory. A collision may arise if:

1. Two processes running in the two pipestages are trying to write at a location
simultaneously.
2. One process is writing one location the other is trying to read the same
location.

The second process starts generating its output only after the first process has
generated all its output. Hence the collision of the first type cannot occur. The
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second type of synchronization is handled through intra-process stall. Intra-
process stall takes care so that the second process will start reading only after
the first process has written its output.

5.3 Side-Channel Resistance

The pipeline scheme proposed in [25] has been immunized against side-channel at-
tacks by using side-channel atomicity (proposed in [5]) and other DPA counter-
measures. The same trick can be applied here as well. The processes can be divided
into small atomic blocks. DPA can be resisted by using the curve randomization
countermeasure proposed in [12, 1]. We avoid these trivialities to save space.

5.4 Performance

The HECC formulae in projective coordinates do not lead to pipelining as nat-
urally as ECC formulae in Jacobian coordinates. There are many intra-process
stalls in each of the couples. In case of ECC, a process exits the pipeline in every
6 multiplication/squaring time. Let us consider the pipeline of point multipli-
cation for a very small scalar m = 27, (11011)2. The computation involves the
following sequence of ADD (mHCADD) and DBL (HCDBL) operations: DBL
ADD DBL DBL ADD DBL ADD. Then, for every DBL operation except the
first one takes 35[m] computation and every ADD takes 28[m]. Since the fre-
quency of the operations depends upon the representation of the scalar (binary
or NAF), the throughput will depend upon the representation. Using the no-
tation of Section 3.1, we have t

(s)
ADD = 44[m], t

(s)
DBL = 50[m], t

(p)
ADD = 28[m]

and t
(p)
DBL = 35[m]. For a n bit scalar, the binary algorithm computes the point

multiplication by invoking HCDBL (n − 1) times and mHCDBL n
2 times on the

average. Hence fADD = n−1 and fDBL = n
2 . So cost of a sequential implementa-

tion is Ls = (n−1)×50+ n
2 ×44 = 72n−50. As the first process is a doubling, the

cost of a pipelined execution will be, Lp = 50+(n−2)×35+n
2 ×28 = 49n−20. In

case the scalar is represented in NAF, the scheme requires (n−1) doubling and n
3

additions on the average. Hence, fDBL = (n−1) and fADD = n
3 and cost of a se-

quential implementation is Ls = (n−1)×50+n
3 ×44 = (64.67n−50)[m]. Pipelined

implementation of NAF scheme has complexity Lp = 50+(n−2)×35+ n
3 ×28 =

(44.33n − 20)[m]. For adequate medium term security, n is generally taken to
be a 160 bit integer. In Table 2, we compare performance of proposed pipelined
scheme vis-a-vis sequential ones. Note that in either case (binary or NAF) we
get a performance enhancement of around 32%. As there are two pipestages, the
maximum speedup one can achieve is ideally 50%.

In case of binary representation, for a n bit scalar there will be n
2 mHCADD

on average and n − 1 HCDBL. Hence cost of pipelined computation Lp =
L(HCDBL)+ n

2 ×28+(n−1)×35 = 50+14×n+35×(n−1)−35 = (15+49×n)
[m]. Cost of sequential cost is Ls = (n−1)×50+ n

2 ×44 = (72×n−50) [m]. In case
of NAF, there will be n/3 mHCADD and n HCDBL. Hence, Lp = L(HCDBL)+
n
3 × 28 + (n − 2) × 35 = 50 + 9.3333 × n + 35 × n − 70 = (44.3333 × n − 20) [m]
and Ls = (n − 1) × 50 + n

3 × 44 = (64.66 × n − 50) [m]. For a typical value of
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Table 1. Table showing the number of instructions in the processes or various portions
of different couples. Process A and D refers to mHCADD and HCDBL respectively.

Process L(Πi) Couple L(S′
i,j) L(Si,j) IPS L(S′′

i,j) L(icS′
i,j) L(icSi,j) IPS

ΠA 44 ΠD,D 14 21 (34) 6 35 24 26 (34) 11
ΠD 50 ΠD,A 14 21 (29) 5 28 24 26 (29) 10

ΠA,D 4 24 (33) 9 35
The intra-process stalls (IPS) are included in part L(Si,j) of each couple.
The number in the brackets indicates the total number of instructions.

Table 2. Comparison of performance of proposed pipelined scheme and corresponding
sequential schemes for point multiplication by a 160 bit multiplier

Sequential Pipelined
Binary 11470[m] 7820[m]
NAF 10298[m] 7072[m]

Fig. 2. Percentage of gain in pipeline of HECC for various values of n in binary and
NAF representation

n = 160, performance of gain for binary and NAF representation for becomes
31.81% and 32.84% respectively. Figure 2 shows percentage of gain for binary
and NAF representation for different values of n.

6 Conclusion

In the present work we present a general methodology for pipelining the point
multiplication operation in curve based cryptography. Our method applies to any
point multiplication algorithm. Moreover, the method can also be applied to any
point-multiplication-like computational procedure occurring in any other branch
of computer science. The pipelined version so obtained is optimal in the sense
that the occurrence of stalls (both inter-process and intra-process) is minimum.
We have applied the methodology to binary or NAF based point multiplication
in hyperelliptic curves of genus 2 and have shown that the pipelined computation
can lead to a speedup of 32%.
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